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This document is a set of guidelines
for anyone working for Groupcall,
or working on their behalf, to refer
to when using the Groupcall brand.

Key contacts...................................... 32
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MISSION, VISION
AND VALUES
OUR MISSION:

OUR VALUES:

Improving outcomes for every child...

Be responsible
We learn and improve together, working in
a spirit of positive partnership.

OUR VISION:
By putting Groupcall products at the heart
of data driven decision-making in every
school in the UK.

Be supportive
We are one team - where no-one is ever
left behind.
Build meaningful relationships
We develop and sustain relationships built
on mutual trust for the long term.
Creativity with purpose
We apply our imagination to enhance
everything we do.
Deliver WOW
We go above and beyond expectations to
delight our customers.
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THE
GROUPCALL
LOGO
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The Groupcall logo consists of four elements
– the Groupcall ‘swish’, the company name, the
divider and the ‘built on trust’ strapline.
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They have been designed to work harmoniously
together, but also to be flexible, allowing
different positioning depending on how the logo
is being used.

The Groupcall ‘swish’

Company name
typography

Divider

Strapline
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The logo should always occupy its own space.
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In order to maximise visibility and to express
its importance it should have a protected clear
space around it.

The invisible clear space that protects the logo
is determined by the size of the ‘Swish’.
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Remember, this is the MINIMUM clear space.
More space around the logo will always make
it stand out.

It is important that the legibility and quality of our
logo isn’t compromised. Extra care needs to be
taken when using it at smaller sizes.
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20mm

For print reproduction it is recommended that the icon
should be a minimum of 20mm wide. However this is a
guideline only as different printing processes and materials
will have an effect on the quality of reproduction.
When reproducing the logo, always bear in mind the
production process being used.

For web reproduction, the minimum
recommended size for the icon is 120
pixels wide.

120px
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There are three colour options when using the
Groupcall logo on different backgrounds.
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ON WHITE

ON A COLOUR

SINGLE COLOUR PRINT

Ideally the red/black CMYK logo should be
used whenever the Groupcall logo appears
on a white background.

On coloured backgrounds always use the
white out version, making sure that the
background is dark enough for the logo to
stand out.

In circumstances where it is impossible to
print the logo in colour it is permissible to
print the whole logo in black only.
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STRAPLINE
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Our strapline is an important part of our
brand. It is a single sentence that defines
our offer to our customers and our aims
for the future. Wherever our logo is used,
the strapline should appear somewhere on
the page.
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BUILT ON TRUST
The strapline can be part of the logo...

or it can be used separately as a sign-off to the page.

Where the logo is separated from
the strapline, the logo should appear
without the dividing line.

BUILT ON TRUST
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The strapline should be treated with the same
care as our other brand elements.

Where it is not used as part of the logo the strapline can appear in either Groupcall red or white
to maximise legibility:

BUILT ON TRUST
BUILT ON TRUST
It should always be typeset in Intro Bold Caps with the tracking set to 0.24 em (ie. in InDesign
set the value in the Tracking field to 240).

BUILT ON TRUST
DON’T use the ‘sign-off’ strapline as part of
the logo.
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PRODUCT
LOGOS
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Groupcall products have their own identity within
the overall Groupcall brand.
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Certain Groupcall products have sub-brands
that share the same logo.
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The rules regarding clearspace, minimum sizes
and choice of logo vs background colour are the
same as the main Groupcall logo.

20mm

120px
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COLOURS
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Our core logo uses red and black. The
combination of these colours is fundamental to
our identity, and even when the logo is not used
they remain powerful brand elements.
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Our core identity is represented
by Black and Red.
These should be the primary
colours in all communications
about Groupcall as a company
or communications featuring
more than one product.

Black
CMYK: K100
RGB: R0 G0 B0
HEX: 000000
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Red
CMYK: C20 M100 Y100 K0
RGB: R197 G26 B27
HEX: c51a1b
PMS 1797C

Each product has its own colour which can be
used as a secondary colour to the Groupcall
black and red.
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CMYK: C70 M35 Y0 K0
RGB: R79 G143 B204
HEX: 4b8fcc
PMS 279C

CMYK: C40 M80 Y0 K0
RGB: R168 G77 B151
HEX: a84d97
PMS 2582C

CMYK: C50 M0 Y100 K0
RGB: R149 G193 B31
HEX: 95c11f
PMS 376C

CMYK: C100 M0 Y20 K0
RGB: R0 G157 B197
HEX: 009dc5
PMS 3135C

CMYK: C70 M0 Y40 K0
RGB: R56 G182 B171
HEX: 38b6ab
PMS 3275C

CMYK: C65 M0 Y35 K0
RGB: R82 G187 B181
HEX: 52bbb5
PMS 3265C

Use colour to define areas of a publication that
refer to specific products.
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YOUR TRUST’S
DATA STRATEGY
Pathway to Data Success
Introducing Groupcall Analytics
Safe Data Sharing
Helping you Improve Children’s Outcomes
Preparing for GDPR

INTRODUCING
GROUPCALL ANALYTICS
Groupcall enables your Trust to harness the
benefits of Microsoft PowerBI.
Using Groupcall Analytics you can
quickly gain a MAT-wide view of your
performance and metrics, starting
with your Academies’ MIS data using
Groupcall’s industry-leading Xporter
data extraction software (even if they
use different systems).
Our future roadmap will go beyond
MIS data and our product range is
evolving to support your whole Trust
data strategy.

PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT
WITH GROUPCALL MESSENGER

parental messaging, response rates,
payments and meal choices, the most
effective 3rd party products used in
your academies and the SSO cloud
services most frequently used by
students and staff.

Groupcall Messenger is the definitive
school-home communications
package, proven to increase
attendance, reduce admin time,
improve inclusion, cut costs and
transform parental engagement.

We’re also building strategic
partnerships with leading assessment,
finance and HR system providers to
bring additional dimensions to your
data intelligence, which will also be
rolled out during 2018.

As well as allowing you and your
schools to send personalised text
messages, emails, push notifications
and tweets to parents, pupils and
staff, Messenger includes a parental
payment system with cashless
catering, an online forms module and a
parents’ evening booking system.

During 2018 each Groupcall product
will integrate with Groupcall Analytics,
providing your Trust with deeper
data insights into areas such as

TRANSPARENCY AND INTEROPERABILITY
WITH SAFE DATA SHARING

BUILT ON TRUST

This document contains information on
Groupcall and several different products
so the predominant colour theme is red
and black.
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And as Groupcall Messenger works
with all major UK Management
Information Systems, it’s perfect for
Trusts with a mixed MIS estate.
What’s more, with the Groupcall
Xpressions app, parents can stay upto-date with all aspects of their child’s
progress, anytime, anywhere – even if
their children are in different schools.
Messenger will also feed parental
engagement statistics into Groupcall
Analytics so your Trust can evaluate
the impact of good school-home
communications on outcomes.

www.groupcall.com/messenger

www.groupcall.com/analytics

Your academies need
to be able to easily
share data but do it
in a safe and audited
way – even more
so in the brave new
world of the GDPR.

HELPING YOU IMPROVE
CHILDREN’S OUTCOMES

Groupcall Xporter enables data
sharing in almost 700 Multi-Academy
Trusts and over 18,000 schools.
We also work with over 100 EdTech
software partners, including
ClassCharts, ClassroomMonitor,
CPOMS, Eclipse.net, EduKey,
Just2easy, Show My Homework and
many more leading names.

Groupcall even offers an Xporter
‘Transparency Portal’ to help you
monitor and manage exactly which
Groupcall data flows are operating
in your Academies, what data areas
they contain, where data is being
stored, and who to contact if you
have any security or GDPR questions.
The portal will even show you where
data is being physically hosted
by partners.

THE COMPLETE TEACHER DASHBOARD
– ON PC, TABLET AND MOBILE
Groupcall Emerge was the first product
in the UK to provide schools with an
emergency data access system. Over
the years it has evolved to read and
write back information to the school’s
MIS no matter which device is used
or where the staff member is: in the
classroom; on the sports fields; on a
school trip; or while marking from home.
Key information including attendance,
assessment, timetables, student and
parent contact details, minutes late,
absence notices, medical, behavioural

www.groupcall.com/xporter

Inside the brochure specific products are colour coded to make it easy
to differentiate between them.

and achievement data is all available via
a web browser or on the companion app
for smartphone or tablet.
Emerge also provides access to
management reporting so school
leadership teams can analyse absences,
for example, over a particular time
period. The product will continue to
evolve throughout 2018 to provide
greater access to straightforward
dashboarding and analytics and become
the portal for academy-level users to
access and learn from their data.

www.groupcall.com/emerge
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For
eDucation
SoFtware
ProviDerS

SChool data
to fuel your
SoftWare
we SuPPort over 100 eDtech coMPanieS
to Deliver their SoFtware in over
18,000 SchoolS in the uK
Keep integration costs
to a minimum
avoid the need to manage
MiS relationships
no need to track MiS product
and aPi changes
Focus resource on your product
Stay competitive in the market

xporter

ensure gDPr compliancy

the GroupCall
differenCe –
built on truSt
We help over 100
EdTech businesses
access the information
they need to deliver
their services. Over
18,000 schools and
65 local authorities
count on our tools to
help support learning,
manage schools and
protect young people.

why ShoulD you truSt
grouPcall over anyone elSe?
our heritage:
We’ve been delivering game-changing
technology to our partners for 16
years. We’re dedicated to education
and we take our slogan ‘Built on Trust’
very seriously.
our BuSineSS:
You need to be confident that
whoever you decide to work with is in
it for the long term and built on solid
foundations.
our ProDuctS:
Xporter powers our own products
used in schools, MATs and LAs. It’s as
business critical for us as it is for you.

a feW WordS from
exiStinG partnerS…
our integrationS:
Groupcall takes a multi-MIS approach.
We’ve developed close relationships
with all major UK MIS providers,
rendering compatibility a non-issue.
our FocuS on SuPPort:
We take pride in providing clients and
partners with an efficient and personal
support service that ensures as little
time as possible is spent integrating
our technology.
our PeoPle:
We are consistently nurturing a team
that is passionate about our clients
and partners. Together they represent
decades of unrivalled educational
software expertise.

gDPr:
Designed with privacy and security
at its heart, Xporter assists with
compliance and ensures your schools
benefit from full control and visibility
of their data sharing arrangements.

access all MiS
from one aPi

Known and trusted
name in education

installed in over
18,000 schools

write-back
support for MiS

built on trust

This document contains information specifically on Groupcall Xporter so the
colour palette is predominantly Xporter Blue with just the Groupcall logo in red .
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the Support engineer:

the Start-up:

“We used to install and support our
own direct integration with MISs but
now Groupcall look after that process
from end-to-end for us. It takes
pressure and burden away from our
support desk and our need to keep
developing integrations as the MISs
evolve so we can better utilise the
people we have to continue to deliver
excellent customer service. We get
visibility of our schools via the Xporter
Manage portal to be able to proactively
monitor and deal with issues.”

“Launching a start-up in EdTech is no
easy feat. It’s an ever-competitive
market and establishing a new product
and brand is one thing, integrating
with schools’ IT networks is another.
We knew we needed to provide MIS
integration as a quick and easy way
to get school information into our
platform, but to develop it ourselves
would have come at a huge cost,
time and effort. Then we discovered
Groupcall and they helped us not just
with providing the technology, but with
a friendly, helpful and professional
support service in getting our product
up and running in the schools.
Having Groupcall as a partner with
an established and trusted name in
education helped to create confidence
in our brand and with our service and
we are looking forward to a successful
future together.”

Duncan Wilson,
CEO,
Edukey Ltd

the Developer:

Tracy Rauch,

“Dealing with 3rd party integrators has
traditionally been a headache. Having to
take ownership of the connection and
troubleshoot networking problems is
not what application developers like us
signed up for. XoD however has flipped
this on its head, no more do we have to
care about networking and connections,
we simply receive the data. All the other
hassle is handled by Groupcall. With the
APIs being well documented it took us
hours not days to get up and running.
On top of that, their dev team are
fantastic, they respond quickly and are
very open to feedback. XoD has made
data easy again.”

Service Operations Manager,
Frog

James Alvarez-Buylla,

the XPorter DiFFerence – Built By eXPertS

CSV

the ceo:
“Working with Groupcall was the
catalyst that changed my business.
Integration via Xporter meant we
could avoid the distraction of costly
integration and instead focus on
delivering a great product in partnership
with a trusted name in education. Not
only that, but we also benefitted from
Groupcall’s expertise and network.”

Director of Development,
Mintedbox Ltd

exceeds gDPr
compliance

Data transparency
portal for schools

££££ £
£

££

low-cost
ePayment platform

iDM and SSo
capability

the Sales Director:
“MIS integration is vital when we’re
selling to schools. It means we’re
more attractive over the competition
as no one wants the hassle of timeconsuming data entry or clunky data
exports. Having school data populated
in our system the moment a school
starts helps a great deal to embed the
product in daily life and so will boost
renewals. Schools know and trust
Groupcall, so as soon we mention
we’re a partner, that also helps provide
reassurance to prospective clients.”
Alan Teece,
Sales & Marketing Director,
Grofar Ltd

Graham Davies,
Co-founder,
Trackit Lights
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Good data on a range of aspects
makes it possible to explain why
something has happened. It can even
give early warning signs which enable
interventions to be made. In a nutshell,
prevention is better than cure.

THREE STEPS
TO SUCCESS
Rees offers the following
advice to schools considering
the adoption of GA:

BENEFITS
IN ACTION

CASE STUDY
NORTHAMPTON PRIMARY
ACADEMY TRUST

“I was able to get a snapshot of what
the data said about that class, as well
as what the books were telling me and
what I was seeing from my eyes.”
Similarly, Groupcall Analytics makes
inspection far less daunting. During
a visit from Ofsted, Rees sat with
Groupcall Analytics on a screen in his
office and was able to drill down into
different pupils groups and answer
questions from a lead inspector.
And it’s not just the Heads who are
benefitting:

National public dataset
showing Information on
Northamptonshire schools

BUILT ON TRUST

1.

Be really clear about what’s valuable
to compare and measure in schools.
The best way of doing that is to start with
the end in mind: what do you really want
to be able to know and why? If your goal
is to create something simply to be able
to present to OFSTED, don’t bother. The
value of analytics should be about helping
to diagnose what’s going right and wrong,
not present a rosy picture of progress.

Groupcall Analytics has made
a number of things possible
which would not have been
so before. For example, Rees,
while visiting a school in order
to conduct a review, was
able to pull up the average
standardised maths scores
of the class he was in, and
compare them to those in
the Trust:

“Today, for example, as we speak,
3,000 children’s data is being entered
into their local SIMS system and
tomorrow my CEO can press a button
on her phone and read a summary
of how the attainment performance
looks across the Trust and how that’s
changed since December. That’s
pretty revolutionary!”

Where Groupcall Analytics comes
into its own is in allowing the Trust to
include contextual information and the
results from other tests such as CATS
tests and GL-Assessment’s PASS
survey. Having that range of data,
which you can slice and dice in several
ways, enables you to take a much
more considered approach:

As well as good outcomes for the
children, having a central ‘place’ for
each school’s data improves efficiency
and cuts down on cost. Putting it
simply, only one data manager is
needed rather than a dozen.

“We’re trying to analyse more
intelligently – attempting to think
about assessment more like a
consultant doctor than perhaps how
we have previously in education.
Just as someone’s health can’t be
expressed in a simple number, learning
can’t be captured in a single measure
or grade. A consultant doctor will use
a range of different reports and tests
that are considered together and
then they can make good decisions
based on a more holistic view of
the situation; it’s the same within
assessment. In the same way that
careful and intelligent consideration
of patient information can lead
to an accurate diagnosis and the
prescription of helpful treatment,
meaningful assessment can lead
to greater understanding of gaps
in learning and effective tailored
teaching and intervention. Groupcall
Analytics allows us to start doing the
early intervention where you have

GROUPCALL ANALYTICS CASE STUDY

PAGE 3

“You’re not trying to find what’s
cheaper, but you’re trying to find
value in its broader sense. So what’s
the value in having access to real-time
information from every school? And
what’s the cost value that we can
attach to then the effort that we stop
having to put in to manually creating
lots and lots of reports? And what’s
the cost of making poor decisions
because of poor data?”

WHAT NEXT?
Rees is excited about what the
future holds.
“As we start to engage with more
sophisticated analytics tools such
as machine learning and artificial
intelligence we will start to gain more
insights from our existing data, and
then use these to make proactive
interventions. The technology really
will have a great part to play.”

2.

CONCLUSION
So how would Rees sum up the
value of Groupcall Analytics?
“Having the ability to analyse
and investigate trends across the
complete spectrum of data sources
across different schools allows for
meaningful enquiry and analysis
at the press of a button. Making
problems visible for early detection
and intervention in this way is
an analytics revolution for MultiAcademy Trusts”.

Keep it simple to begin with. For
example, start with something
easy, such as attendance and then
build on this. “Be careful how you tie
in accountability and target setting
to analytics. As soon as individual
performance or Performance Related
Pay is attached to simple data
measures, they often become distorted
and can drive unwanted behaviours
and practices. Remember the old adage
of Goodhart’s Law: ‘when a measure
becomes a target, it stops being an
effective measure’.”

3.

Thirdly, and most importantly, make
sure that you’ve got good data,
within your database; whatever you get
out will only be as good as what went in.
Pay a lot of attention to the processes
of data entry and be meticulous about
getting clean and complete information
collected in local schools.

GROUPCALL LIMITED
COMMERCE HOUSE,
1 RAVEN ROAD,
SOUTH WOODFORD,
LONDON E18 1HB
T: 020 8506 6100
E: SALES@GROUPCALL.COM
W: WWW.GROUPCALL.COM

BUILT ON TRUST
PAGE 5

Case studies use the colour of the featured product with the Groupcall red as an accent.
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Product adverts use the product colour.

HARNESS THE
POWER OF YOUR
TRUST DATA

Groupcall Analytics will enable your
Trusts to easily:
Analyse Trust-wide data, supporting all major MIS
platforms used in academies.
Understand your data and obtain valuable intelligence
and insights.
Benchmark against other Trusts nationwide to see how
your Trusts compares.
Report and predict on outcomes such as grades & attendance.
Improve the performance of your Trusts and improve
outcomes for students.
Having clear access to all of this information not only supports your academies in
identifying challenges and finding solutions, Groupcall Analytics also provides a
complete overview of Trust performance that will support your conversations with key
stakeholders such as your Trust Board, Regional Schools Commissioner and OFSTED.

Visit groupcall.com/discover-analytics today to
find out more and to request a free demo.

BUILT ON TRUST
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TYPOGRAPHY
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Groupcall uses a single type family, Intro,
which has a range of different weights, that
allow us to introduce dynamic contrast into
our publications.
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Primary typefaces
Intro Light
This is the preferred weight for
body copy and can be used in
Caps for headings.
Intro Bold Caps
To be used for headings only.
Provides an interesting contrast
with Intro Light.

Intro Light
Intro Bold Caps
Secondary typefaces

Use the secondary typefaces for
emphasis within a document.

When reversing body text out
of a coloured background,
substitute Intro Regular for
Intro Light to prevent the
type from ‘filling in’ when the
document is printed.

Intro Light Italic
Intro Regular
Intro Regular Italic
Intro Bold
Intro Bold Italic
Intro Black
Intro Black Italic
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Mixing and matching our corporate typefaces
will allow you to create dynamic and interesting
layouts for any communication material. Don’t
be afraid to use scale and colour to bring your
typography to life.
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THE SCHOOL DATA,
COMMUNICATIONS AND
ANALYTICS EXPERTS
YOU CAN TRUST

SCHOOL DATA AND
PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT
ARE MISSION CRITICAL
You need to work
with a partner you
can trust.

For approaching two decades,
Groupcall has continually developed
innovative ways to help improve the
business of running schools and keep
children safe.
Groupcall was the first company
to launch a school-home
communications system in the UK
– Groupcall Messenger – and we
continue to develop this MIS-agnostic
software to this day.

Parental engagement

Emerge was the first app providing
schools with an emergency app. It has
evolved to provide access to your data
wherever you are: in the classroom;
on the sports field; on a school trip;
or while marking from home. 2018
will see the product provide more
comprehensive management insight
based on data analysis.

MIS data access & integration
Data analytics
GDPR

Groupcall has also taken a leadership
role in helping schools ensure they are
GDPR compliant in the run-up to, and
beyond, the deadline.
What’s more, three quarters of all
UK schools have Groupcall Xporter
installed to facilitate third-party
software access to their MIS
Groupcall is trusted by:
The Government G-Cloud Framework
The National Crime Agency and CEOP
The charity, Missing People
The Scottish Parliament
Over 5,000 schools using Messenger
75% of UK schools with Xporter
100 local authorities and large MATs
Over 100 partners
All major MIS providers

With this pedigree, who else would you choose?

PERFECT
PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT
Groupcall Messenger enhances school-home
communications, minimises the burden of
office administration and is proven to reduce
unauthorised absences.
Messenger integrates seamlessly
with your MIS allowing you to
send personalised SMS, voice and
e-mail messages, tweets, and push
notifications (called Xpressions) to
parents, staff or pupils for a low
annual subscription fee. It can also
automatically translate messages into
over 100 different languages.
Groupcall Xpressions is the parental
app for smart phones and tablets
that makes communication between
schools and parents easier and more
cost-effective. Even if a parent has
children in different schools, which
also use Messenger, they will be able
to view information on each child from
within the same app.

SUPPORTING YOUR SCHOOL ON THE
PATHWAY TO GDPR COMPLIANCE
Having provided secure data services
for schools, local authorities and
academy trusts for more than 16
years, we are perfectly placed to
support your school as you work
towards compliance.
This not only involves staff awareness
sessions and GDPR training, but
also a partnership with legal firm,
Michelmores Solicitors, who will

Increase efficiencies
Improve attendance

ensure you have updated policy
and privacy documents in line with
GDPR obligations as well as provide
practical training to staff on how the
policies work.

Groupcall Messenger’s ecosystem
provides access to best-of-breed
third-party products that are proven
to improve parental engagement and
your overall school administration:
Parents’ Evening Booking System has
been created to remove the stress
from organising parents’ evenings –
the school is able to set up an event
in minutes. Parents can then pick
times that suit them or use a unique
‘auto scheduling’ function – and even
include comments for teachers.
ParentPaperwork reduces the
environmental, human and monetary
cost of paper in schools by allowing
you to create secure online forms
that streamline and improve
communications to and from parents.
Schools using the system report
more than a 95% response rate within
one week, with automatic reminders
schedulable to prompt parents
to respond.

NEW IN 2018
Custom Fields - upload ANY
student-related data you want
to use in your communications.
eCards and Merge Documents
- send e-cards home to parents
more easily than ever, and now
you can also send mail merge
documents too!
New Interface – cleaner, more
space, more tools, more info!
GDPR-Readiness – new tools
to help you comply with GDPR.
Messenger will be fully GDPR
compliant before May 25th 2018.
Parent Xpressions – parents can
send Xpressions TO school using
templates you decide on.

track of supplier relationships,
scheduling audits; reporting data
breaches; storing all documentation
and managing all staff with access to
pupil data.

Groupcall also specifies GDPRiS;
an intuitive, cost-effective platform
designed to help schools manage
their GDPR requirements in one
central location, including keeping

Reduce admin & save money
Ensure compliance

BUILT ON TRUST

www.groupcall.com/messenger

www.groupcall.com/gdpris

Headlines

Text headings

Body copy

Use Intro Bold Caps to create dynamic
document headlines.

Headings within the text should be set
in Intro Bold Caps. Intro Light Caps is
also acceptable.

Body text should be set in Intro Light unless
it is being reversed out of a colour, in which
case it should be set in Intro Regular.
Use Bold, Black and Italic versions for
emphasis, such as speech or quotes.
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SHAPES AND
HOLDING DEVICES
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The lozenge shape used for the product logos
can also be used to hold text and images within a
page layout. The size and positioning of the holding
device is flexible to allow it to be used creatively
but it must always be in the correct proportions.
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To create the holding device
Draw an oval 100mm x 135mm (or in
the proportion of 1:1.35)
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Rotate 24° anti-clockwise

Scale to the required size

Holding devices can be in any of the Groupcall
colours as long as they are appropriate to the
subject matter.
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Positioning and size on the page is flexible
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Use positive and negative space

Some examples of the holding device in use.
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SUPPORTING
TRUSTS & ACADEMIES:
• To make more effective decisions
based on data
• Ensure ongoing GDPR compliance
• Improve education outcomes
• Increase working efficiencies

THE COMPLETE

GDPR

HARNESS THE
POWER OF YOUR
TRUST DATA

COMPLIANCE TOOL FOR SCHOOLS

!
@

Groupcall Analytics will enable your
Trusts to easily:

Use the holding device to contain images or
information or to add interest to the page
and provide a backdrop for screen shots of
Groupcall software.

Analyse Trust-wide data, supporting all major MIS
platforms used in academies.
Understand your data and obtain valuable intelligence
and insights.
Benchmark against other Trusts nationwide to see how
your Trusts compares.
Report and predict on outcomes such as grades & attendance.
Improve the performance of your Trusts and improve
outcomes for students.
Having clear access to all of this information not only supports your academies in
identifying challenges and finding solutions, Groupcall Analytics also provides a
complete overview of Trust performance that will support your conversations with key
stakeholders such as your Trust Board, Regional Schools Commissioner and OFSTED.
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Visit groupcall.com/discover-analytics today to
find out more and to request a free demo.

BUILT ON TRUST
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BRAND
GUIDELINES

PUTTING IT
ALL TOGETHER
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These brand guidelines are designed to give a
flexible toolkit which, using a few basic elements,
will allow you to produce creative marketing
collateral with a strong, instantly recognisable
brand identity.

BRAND
GUIDELINES

The Groupcall logo

Typography

Intro typeface

Main
heading

Colour and the holding device

Product logos

Sub heading
The strapline

BUILT ON TRUST
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BUILT ON TRUST

BRAND
GUIDELINES

KEY
CONTACTS
For more information on these brand guidelines, or to
obtain high resolution artwork of our logo, please contact:
GROUPCALL LIMITED
COMMERCE HOUSE,
1 RAVEN ROAD,
LONDON
E18 1HB
T: 020 8506 6100
E: MARKETING@GROUPCALL.COM
W: WWW.GROUPCALL.COM
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